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The white of the 20th century: an
explorative survey into Dutch modern art
collections
B. A. van Driel1,2,3* , K. J. van den Berg2, J. Gerretzen4 and J. Dik3

Abstract
White pigments were abundantly used in 20th century paintings, and relate to several degradation risks such as
titanium white mediated photocatalytic binder degradation or zinc soap formation. Knowledge about the white pigments that were used is essential for risk assessments of 20th century collections. In this study, a representative set of
179 paintings in Dutch modern art collections were analyzed by portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometry. Subsequent explorative data analysis was performed, supported by qualitative findings from 140 home-made reference
samples. Micro-samples were further investigated by X-ray diffraction and scanning transmission electron microscopy
to gain information about crystal structure and surface coating. This study reveals that Dutch 20th century artists were
hesitant to use titanium white. In the Netherlands, the use of this pigment is observed convincingly from the 1970s
onward and initially mostly in non-oil binders. Additionally, lead white was used until late in the 20th century for
paints and grounds but rarely mixed with titanium white in paints. The study also indicated that many CoBrA artists
used zinc white, underlining the risk of degradation due to soap formation. Furthermore, this study highlights the
different production processes of titanium white. Through the association of titanium with niobium, an impurity only
present for sulfate processed pigments, the production process can be identified. The absence of niobium indicates
the presence of rutile and is thus a sign of paint stability, as well as a ‘post 1959’ dating. This explorative study illustrates
the value of a combination of data analysis approaches, which includes assessment of spectra as well as descriptive,
bivariate and multivariate analysis, for medium-sized datasets gathered at similar conditions.
Keywords: White pigments, TiO2, XRF, 20th century, Modern art, Principal component analysis
Introduction
This study investigates the use of different white pigments in the Netherlands during the 20th century. The
20th century was a century of great technological
achievements, of shattering world wars and of modern
art and architecture: ‘art for the purpose of art’.1 Within
this era, Le Corbusier popularized white in his modernist
architecture of the 1920s and with Kazimir Malevich’s
painting “White on white” (1918), white became a defining icon of modernism. Almost simultaneously, in
November of 1918, industrial production of titanium
white composite pigments began in Fredrikstad, Norway
*Correspondence: b.van.driel@rijksmuseum.nl
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[1]. Around the same time, health and safety problems
related to lead white were discovered, leading to a ban or
restriction (Geneva White Lead Convention) of the use
of lead white for interior painting between 1905 and 1930
in most countries [2]. Although lead white was on the
market (pure or mixed) in the 20th century, Bacci et al.
report, based on literature, that its presence dropped
from 100% in the early 20th century to 10% by 1945, and
it nearly disappeared after the second world war [3, 4].
Less effective earlier alternatives to lead white such as
lithopone (a co-precipitate of barium sulfate and zinc
sulfide) were eventually and after heavy competition [5],
replaced by the new and superior calcium based rutile
titanium white [2].
1

A 19th Century expression related to modernism-‘L’art pour l‘art’ in
French.
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Fig. 1 a 1952 Recipe for titanium white from the archive of Royal Talens (Apeldoorn, the Netherlands) and b an article concerning titanium white
composite pigments from the Dupont magazine 1935 [14]

Zinc white was marketed by Winsor and Newton in
1834 and was thus an earlier alternative for lead white.
However, initially zinc white was not very popular. This
is due to the price difference (zinc white being more than
four times more expensive than lead white at the turn
of the 18th century), as well as the lack of hiding power.
Zinc white only became popular after 1850 [6]. After the
introduction of titanium white, zinc white continues to
be used as a pure pigment. Additionally, it is used in titanium white paints and colored paints to adjust the tinting
strength [7].
In the early 1940s, Piet Mondriaan painted his famous
Broadway Boogie Woogie and Victory Boogie Woogie,
reportedly using Permalba [8, 9], a renowned American
titanium white [7]. However, Mondriaan complained
about the properties of titanium white, and he is assumed
to have preferred lead white [10]. The discussion about
the best choice of white has continued since the days and
complaints of Mondriaan. Present day artists still wonder and do small tests to compare paint characteristics of
white paints [11–13]. The white pigments all have their
specific benefits and drawbacks. Lead white oil paint is
toxic but has brilliance, a nice consistence and a faster
drying time. Titanium white oil paint has high opacity
but is said to have a higher tendency to yellow and zinc
white oil paint dries to a brittle film, although it is beneficial due to its transparency and price. Combining titanium and zinc white makes successful formulations and
is often found in recipes in the United States as well as in
Europe, see Fig. 1a [7].

In the 1920s most commercial titanium white pigments
are composite pigments from the plant in Fredrikstad
or Niagara Falls, see Fig. 1b (Additional file 1: Table S1).
After 1926, the production of pure anatase pigments is
reported [1]. In the 1940s, surface treatments and rutile
pigments enter the market, but the main pigments continue to be composite pigments until they are eventually
discontinued, around 1970 [5], due to their incompatibility with water-borne paints [15].
The evolution of the use of white pigments is undoubtable country dependent, related to novel developments
and patents and connected to marketed pigments as well
as artist preference. While trends of white pigment use
have been identified, they seem to have a geographical
bias toward the United States [1, 5].
This study intends to geographically specify and extend
information about the use of white pigment by non-invasive and micro-invasive analysis of 20th century paintings
mainly by Dutch artists. The driving force was the need
to know the extent of use of titanium white in relation to
its risk of photocatalytic degradation [16–18]. The timing of titanium white becoming popular amongst artists is important, as it possibly relates to the quality of
those pigments. Similarly, knowing how much zinc white
has been used may help us understand and estimate the
extent of the zinc soap degradation risks of modern collections [19].
In this study, portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometry
(pXRF) was used to investigate the white pigments used
in modern paintings in Dutch art collections. Portable
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XRF was chosen for its general availability (both to the
authors and also increasingly for museums), for its ease of
use and its completely non-invasive character. The main
drawback of XRF is that the distinction between rutile
or anatase pigments cannot be made [20, 21]. Furthermore, pigment coating materials, such as alumina and
silica, cannot be detected. To account for the limitations
of pXRF on paintings, a selection of titanium containing micro-samples are investigated by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) and scanning transmission electron microscopy
with energy dispersive spectroscopy (STEM-EDX).
Portable XRF, while being widely used for the investigation of paintings [21–24], should be interpreted with care
as physical processes such as attenuation, absorption and
matrix effects can influence the outcome. Furthermore,
so-called escape peaks, scatter peaks, peaks originating
from the instrument as well as overlapping peaks can
complicate interpretation, which is especially challenging
when investigating non-homogeneous multilayer materials such as paintings. Given these limitations, while peak
areas are used to facilitate interpretation, the results of
this study should be considered as qualitative, showing
merely trends. A notorious difficulty, applicable to white
paint, is the overlap between Ti K-lines and Ba L-lines
[21]. This overlap can challenge the identification of
titanium when barium is also present [7]. Hence, in this
study, the applicability of PyMCA (Python MultiChannel Analyzer) [25] for deconvolution of these overlapping
peaks is evaluated with self-made reference paints. As
comparison of XRF spectra can be challenging, more and
more accounts of additional multivariate data analysis are
reported, mostly on processed data extracted from spectra (such as elemental concentrations) [26–31]. It is in
this scope that, principal component analysis (PCA) has
been used in this paper to enhance the interpretability of
the pXRF dataset.
To summarize, the goal of the present study is to gain
insight into the use of 20th century white pigments in
Dutch collections. This is performed using a combination
of analytical techniques and data analysis approaches,
focused on the development over time rather than on
singular paintings. To that end, we use pXRF on paintings and reference samples, supported by XRD and
STEM-EDX on particular micro-samples. The data
analysis approaches include spectral assessment, as well
as descriptive, bivariate and multivariate methods. The
gained insight is useful for risk assessment of paintings
at modern art institutions, especially in relation to degradation phenomena occurring in paints containing the
different white pigments.
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Table 1 Overview of the artwork dataset
Art collection

Number of investigated paintings
XRF

AMC art collection

XRD and or STEM-EDX

6

0

Cobramuseum Amstelveen

35

1a

Gemeentemuseum Den Haag

30

1a

ING art collection

11

0

Museum Prinsenhof Delft

16

0

Bouwfonds art collection

16

8

RCE art collection

35

1

Stedelijk museum Schiedam

25

0

5

8a

Other
Total
a

179

10a+9

Indicates the paintings that were analyzed with pXRF and XRD or STEM-EDX

Experimental
Dataset

In total, the dataset contains 189 paintings, 179 of which
were analyzed by pXRF. Micro-samples were taken from
nine out of these 179 paintings. Ten paintings could not
be analyzed by pXRF due to accessibility to the artwork
and are only available as micro-samples. The micro-samples (19 in total) were analyzed by XRD and/or STEMEDX. Data for this study was gathered over the course of
3 years at several art institutions aiming to gather a representative dataset of 20th century paintings. The data
gathering procedure is representative for painting specific analysis performed in museum studios. The art institutes include Dutch company art collections as well as
several Dutch modern art museums (see Table 1), resulting in a geographical focus towards the Netherlands. The
goal when building the dataset was to avoid bias towards
specific artists or towards a specific artistic movement.
This was achieved by arbitrarily choosing 20th century
paintings containing white, spread between 1920 and
2000. The selection of artworks was left to the discretion of the collection keepers under the conditions that
the paintings have white areas, are unframed and were
painted after 1920. Each collection keeper approached
this differently. For instance the collection database was
searched for the word ‘white’ and filtered for the time
period. In other instances physically accessible paintings
in a collection or office buildings were chosen, taken into
account radiation safety. The number of works that could
be measured was limited by the time the institutions
allowed access to the collections (mostly 1–3 days) and
by whether the paintings were collected in a single room
or hanging throughout a building.
While being balanced over time, with more than 20
paintings per decade from the 1940s to the 1980s, and
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geographically focused on the Netherlands, the dataset is
unavoidably art historically limited. Some art historically
significant artists or artistic movements, such as Mondriaan
or the neo-realistic movement, are missing from the pXRF
dataset. However, our selection does reflect a continuous
chronology of whites used between 1920 and 2000. In other
words, while not being art-historically complete our selection is chronologically and geographically representative.
The size of the dataset allowed for a combination of
data analysis approaches. It is small enough to assess the
spectra individually and large enough to identify interesting trends.
A second data set (the reference set), composed of selfmade paints, was analyzed in this study. It was built with
the aim to reach better spectral interpretation following
qualitative guidelines specifically related to peak ratios,
peak overlap and layering effects. The need for improved
spectral interpretation is due to the large number of nonexpert users in museums and was highlighted by a pXRF
round robin in 2009. The round robin indicated that
while 65% of the laboratories identified the correct elements, only 40% reached a correct interpretation [21].
The reference set was based on readily available paints
from other studies containing mixtures of different types
of titanium white, titanium white mixed with zinc white,
barium sulfate or calcium carbonate [16, 18], as well as
combinations of single-pigment layers (unpublished
study). The dataset was extended with several crucial
samples including layer combinations and mixtures with
lead white and a calibration set for the Ba-L/Ti-K deconvolution. The reference samples were painted either
on Melinex or on modern prepared canvas board and
attached with double-sided tape to a Perspex board for
pXRF analysis to limit background detection.
Both complete datasets are summarized in Additional
file 1: Tables S2, S3.
Analysis
Portable X‑ray fluorescence spectrometry

The paintings were analyzed using a Bruker III-SD pXRF.
Two different instruments of the same type were used
due to instrument availability during the project. Measurements were taken in two slightly different settings for
the two instruments suitable for the detection of the elements of interest in paintings:2
2

The use of different instrument settings was an unintended error. The time
between using the first and the second instrument was substantial, due to
the malfunctioning of the first instrument. Since time of analysis can easily
be corrected and 10 or 30 s is both appropriate for the detection of the elements of interest, changing the time from 10 to 30 s was a minor concern.
Furthermore, the second instrument had a glitch and only functioned in
the 40 kV, 15 μA setting. These different operating procedures are actually
representative of how data would be collected at different museums in an
uncoordinated/painting specific manner.
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••  Bruker Tracer III-SD (1) 40 kV, 10 μA, air, 10 s, no
contact, Ti/Al filter.
••  Bruker Tracer III-SD (2) 40 kV, 15 μA, air, 30 s, no
contact, Ti/Al filter.
The Ti/Al filter was used because it renders pXRF more
suitable for the analysis of elements from titanium to silver. Using the filter provides a reduced background in
the low energy region and eliminates, for instance, the
Rh-L and Ar-K lines originating from the tube and the air
(Additional file 1: Figure S1).
Depending on the number of artworks to be measured
in 1 day, and on specific questions from the collection,3
we measured a different number and selection of areas
per painting. For each painting, at least two different areas
of white paints were analyzed. Additionally, the following
areas were occasionally analyzed: impasto areas, areas of
paint ground, the back of the painting and colored areas.
Furthermore, in some cases, additional measurements
were performed without the Ti/Al filter. Therefore the
number of spectra per artwork is variable and averaging
of peak areas is performed before data analysis.
The reference samples were all measured two times,
some of which were additionally analyzed without the Ti/
Al filter.
X‑ray diffraction and STEM‑EDX

The crystalline phases of individual micro-samples were
analyzed by XRD using a Discover D8 microdiffractometer with a general area detection diffraction system (GADDS) two dimensional detector (Bruker AXS,
Karlsruhe, Germany). The samples were measured without preparation on a concave microscope slide. Diffractograms were acquired in reflection mode using Cu-Kα1 as
primary radiation (40 kV, 30 mA). The GADDS software
was used for azimuthal integration of the two-dimensional XRD pattern in order to obtain a one-dimensional
2theta diffractogram suitable to perform a PDF library
search on, using the Bruker AXS Eva software, for phase
identification.
Bright field images of the powders were collected on a
JEOL 2010F FEG-TEM equipped with a STEM unit and
ThermoNoran EDX detector for elemental mapping.
Samples were prepared by dipping a lacey C coated Cu
TEM grid in the powder and subsequently removing the
excess of powder.
Data exploration

Data analysis was performed with the primary aim to
investigate when titanium white became popular among
3

To return the favor of allowing us access we offered collections analysis to
anser questions about specific paintings.
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artists working in the Netherlands in the 20th century.
The exploration of the data was performed using a semiquantitative approach which combines spectral investigation of painting and references, with descriptive,
bivariate and multivariate analysis. The qualitative results
or trends obtained with principal component analysis in
this study could be obtained and confirmed by descriptive and bivariate analysis as well. However, PCA is used
here mainly as a visualization tool, because it is able to
provide an interpretable summary of the data in two
dimensions.
Data analysis was performed on deconvoluted elemental peak areas [30, 31], which were averaged, normalized and time and threshold corrected. This procedure is
largely automated making use of PyMCA and Microsoft
Excel. The method was chosen because it is easily interpretable and physically relevant. Data analysis on (corrected) raw spectra, which contain more information [26,
32, 33], as well as the use of other types of multivariate
analysis [34, 35], may result in more detailed differentiation of paints. However, these methods fall outside the
scope of our study at this explorative stage.
Deconvolution

PyMCA was used for batch spectral deconvolution. An
iterative approach was followed to find a suitable deconvolution configuration, starting with all of the known
parameters and subsequently testing and adjusting the
configuration (Additional file 1: Figures S2–S10). The
goal was to find an appropriate deconvolution for the
overlapping barium L-lines and titanium K-lines. Evaluation of the deconvolution, performed on reference paint
outs of TiO2/BaSO4/oil mixtures showed to be very accurate (Additional file 1: Figures S11–S13).
In this study we analyzed the peak areas calculated
through spectral deconvolution. In other words, each
variable is a peak area related to a specific element.
The peak area is the sum of the areas under all elemental K-peaks or L-peaks respectively [25]. Using the peak
area, rather than the height, is preferential because it is
not affected by the spectrometer resolution but only by
the number of X-ray photons detected. Ideally, the peak
area, while related to the concentration in homogeneous
samples, needs to be adjusted using an element specific
calibration constant and a matrix specific correcting term
which accounts for the matrix effects such as absorption
and enhancement. Elemental concentration were not calculated in this study, given the mistakes it would inherently cause, because we are dealing with inhomogeneous
and layered structures [20].
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Post‑treatment

Time and threshold correction Before data analysis, all
peak-areas produced by PyMCA were corrected for the
measurement time and for a manually set threshold value.
The threshold values were determined by identifying the
minimum peak area for which a peak was still visible
in the spectrum. This was done with the intention only
to analyze variables that conservators and scientists in
museums could visually extract from the spectrum. A list
of the used threshold values can be found in Additional
file 1: Tables S5 and S6.
Averaging The full dataset contains about 1000 spectra
including multiple spectra from the same artworks. The
approach in this explorative study was to average the peak
areas of multiple spectra from the same artwork. In different data subsets, the spectra of all the white areas, the
spectra of all the colored areas, the spectra of all the white
impastos or the spectra of all the areas of ground were
averaged. This procedure may go at the expense of information such as the presence of different white paints on
the same painting which could be of interest for a follow
up study.4
Normalization The average counts per second can vary
drastically per element depending on the energy of the
emitted photons. In order to make the values more comprehensible, they were normalized by division by the maximum peak area, for selected subset analyses. This results
in normalized peak areas where ‘1’ is the main peak of
the spectrum, and the other values are the fraction of the
main peak. Hence, a peak area of ‘1’ for titanium and ‘0.9’
for zinc indicates that visually (raw spectrum) the peaks
are nearly equal in size. This procedure was performed to
enhance the interpretability of the results. It is important
to remember that XRF is not quantitative in terms of elemental concentration and peak areas are also influenced
by element sensitivity of the instrument and instrument
settings.
Error The measurement error is negligible in comparison with the induced error originating from paint heterogeneity and post-processing. All the samples in the reference set were measured twice in order to get a better
understanding of the size of this induced error. Between
each measurement, the instrument was removed from
the paint surface and repositioned, to induce the expected
variability in measurement distance. This procedure leads

4

Another approach is to average the spectra prior to deconvolution. Additionally, for the future a smart averaging algorithm could be developed separating the different types of paint on one painting and only averaging those
similar to one another.
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to an error between 5 and 20% of the peak area, based
on the average of the standard deviations of the titanium
K peak area of each set of two measurements. The same
error holds for elemental detection limits that were investigated for an instrument from the same manufacturer as
used in this study by Van der Snickt et al. [36].
Data analysis

In this study, we used a combined data analysis approach
to explore the data with the main aim to determine
when titanium white became popular among artists in
the Netherlands. This approach involves descriptive,
bivariate and multivariate analysis and has an explorative rather than exhaustive character. These analyses
were performed in an iterative, back and forth process
between descriptive or bivariate analysis and multivariate
analysis. The full dataset, at different stages of post-processing, as well as subsets of the data were explored, until
the research question could be answered in an satisfying
way.
Descriptive and bivariate analysis Descriptive and
bivariate analyses were performed either by counting
paintings with specific elements in specific decades or by
investigating the relation between two specific elements
in a data (sub)set in scatterplots.
Principal component analysis Principal component
analysis (PCA) was performed using a Python script
in Jupyter notebook. All data have been mean centered
prior to analysis. Principal component analysis of the full
dataset indicated that the variance between the two different instruments is negligible if corrected for the time
of analysis. This was done by visually comparing the shape
of the PCA scores in the first two dimensions when PCA
was applied to the data of both instruments separately.
Because the datasets were randomly chosen by collections, both sets represent a similar group of paintings with
a limited bias towards a decade, paint type or artist and
may thus be compared.
Reference paint outs

Qualitative insights were gained from the spectral investigation of the reference paint outs (Additional file 1:
Figures S14–S19) which can be used to interpret the
paintings results. These insights are already detailed in
the current section, given their applicability for data
interpretation of the paintings dataset.
One of the main guidelines originates from the different element sensitivity of titanium and zinc. For pure
metals the sensitivity for titanium was shown (L. Megens,
Unpublished research) to be five times less than the sensitivity for zinc, using the Bruker III-SD instrument. The
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sensitivity is further distorted when the Ti/Al filter is
used, as this affects the sensitivity for titanium stronger
than for zinc. Reference paint outs of equal volume titanium white, zinc white mixtures indicate that the titanium peak area is ten times lower than the zinc peak area
(Additional file 1: Figure S11). This was shown by the
analysis of six different mixtures resulting in the following linear fit: [Ti/(Ti + Zn)]measured = 0.2 [Ti/(Ti + Zn)]real,
which can be solved by a peak area ratio of 0.11 [Ti] to 1
[Zn]. This is important information when interpreting an
XRF spectrum visually and will be important information
for the clustering of the PCA results. A combination of
both peaks can also be caused by a layered paint structure with a thin5 brushstroke of titanium white on top of
a zinc white layer. The intensity of the signal from the
underlying zinc layer depends on the thickness and pigment content of both layers. The references show that
when the titanium top layer reaches ‘impasto’ thickness
(mm range), the zinc signal is completely absorbed. On
the other hand, the combination of titanium and zinc in
one spectrum cannot be caused by a layer of ZnO paint
on top of TiO2 paint. This was shown by reference samples with a thin brushstroke of zinc white (or lead white)
that show complete absorption of the sublayer Ti signal.
Given that, at this explorative stage, we work with averages of spectra from different white areas, the combination of Ti and Zn in an artwork in this study can also
relate to the use of different white paints in different areas
of the painting.

Results and discussion
The trends resulting from the data exploration are discussed in relation to their impact on degradation risk and
in relation to material/market knowledge acquired at several archives and in discussion with paint manufacturers.
The use of white pigments in the 20th century will first
be discussed based on general trends and specific artists.
The results will be concluded with the identification of
characteristic trace elements of interest.
Introduction of TiO2 by Dutch artists

It was commonly assumed, based on the occurrence
of TiO2 in artworks from the United States [1, 5, 7],
that TiO2 was used by artists almost as soon as it was
taken into production. However, the present dataset
suggests that a different trend was followed by Dutch

5

In this study we did not quantify the layer thicknesses of our references
given their qualitative assessment. Thin indicates a single brushstroke, while
thick indicates an obvious impasto with a thickness in the mm range. The
authors underline the value that an indepth quantified reference dataset for
XRF interpretation by non-experts would have, however this falls outside
the scope of this work.
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Fig. 2 Number of paintings containing a certain normalized content
of zinc, titanium and lead, plotted by decade

artists. Figure 2 shows the number of paintings containing different peak areas of titanium, zinc and lead over
the decades.
As discussed in the previous section, a normalized Ti
peak area of 0.1, with a main peak of Zn relates to a mixture, a layered structure or the use of multiple different
paints. Figure 2 shows the convincing introduction of titanium white in the 1970s, while the pigment was already in
production since the twenties. Earlier, starting in the fifties, mixtures or layers of titanium and zinc white can be
found. The timing is in line with findings from the Royal
Talens archive in Apeldoorn [37], where it was found that
artists’ oil paints containing titanium white were only
marketed in 1952 for the Dutch market, while the first
test batch was already produced in the thirties [7]. For the
French market, Royal Talens marketed titanium white oil
paints already in 1950, possibly as competition for ‘Société
Lefranc’ and ‘Société Bourgeois’, that sold titanium white
paints since the twenties [1]. While the relative absence of
early titanium white in Dutch oil paints can be considered
to be a good sign regarding degradation risk, it does not
directly mean stable pigments were used from the seventies onward [1, 5]. An example is paint manufacturer
Royal Talens, that only switched to rutile for oil paints in
the nineties (personal communication with Bert KleinOvink, Royal Talens) and still uses anatase for gouache
today (confirmed by XRD analysis). Furthermore, Laver
notes that “Due to their greater whiteness early products
based on anatase were retained for many years after rutile
pigments were introduced.” [1]. However, it is important
to realize that treated anatase pigments were also brought
to the market and may have been used in late 20th century paints again reducing the degradation risk [38]. For
instance, the pigment ‘Tiofine A20’ is often reported as
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titanium white pigment in Royal Talens recipes. The reference collection of the Cultural heritage agency of the
Netherlands has a pigment labelled ‘Tiofine’, and while
this may not be the same pigment, it does come from the
same manufacturer. This pigment, shown to be anatase
by XRD analysis, showed in STEM-EDX analysis to have
a partial Al/Si coating which would reduce the pigments
photocatalytic activity.
We can only speculate about the reason for the slow
rise of titanium white in Dutch oil paintings. Warnings
were published about the yellowing of titanium white in
oil paints [1, 39–41] possibly creating some reluctance for
the use by artists. In the meantime, the yellowing problems were partly resolved by mixing titanium white with
zinc white. Manufacturers such as Webber in the United
states used zinc white additions early on and marketed
their product ‘Permalba’ as “Brilliant…Permanent…and
easy to handle”.
Titanium white is not only absent in the white paints
but also in the colored paints. Due to the high refractive
index of titanium white, zinc white was preferred at Royal
Talens to adjust the hue of a color paint tube (personal
communication Bert Klein-Ovink). This is confirmed in
the present dataset. Of all the (averaged) measurements
of colored paints, 25 have lead as the main peak, 50 have
zinc as the main peak and only 10 have titanium as the
main peak. The latter are likely related to non-oil paintings. This suggests that, while white oil paints may be at
risk for photocatalytic degradation, this risk is minor for
TiO2-induced color fading.
Furthermore, most of the paintings with Ti-K as the
main peak are made with non-oil binding media such as
acrylics, tempera and gouache. This is in line with XRD
analysis of reference gouache, acrylic and tempera paint
outs containing for the most part titanium white and fillers. It is understandable since both zinc white and lead
white are not stable in, e.g. acrylic emulsion paints [1].
Furthermore, additional confirmation is found in archival recipes at Royal Talens of pure titanium white waterborne paints without the addition of any zinc white (van
den Berg, unpublished research).
Figure 2 does not only shows the slow rise of titanium
white and the ubiquitous use of zinc white, it also indicates the slow decrease of lead white. Until the eighties,
it is found as the main element in some paints. This is in
stark contrast with reports stating that lead white nearly
disappears after World War 2 [3]. Additionally, analyzing a subset of painting grounds (Fig. 3) further confirms
the use of lead white for grounds far into the twentieth
century. In the Netherlands, lead white was banned from
interior painting as early as 1939 [42, 43]. However, protective regulations for people working with lead white
were only implemented in 1988, and a full ban of lead
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Fig. 3 Scatter plot of non-normalized lead L vs titanium K peak areas
of all grounds, labelled by year

white for outdoor paintings and artworks came as late as
2009 [42, 43]. It is clear that due to its unmistaken popularity, despite the known health hazards, lead white was
hard to ban from Dutch 20th century oil paintings. Low
counts of lead may originate from an added drier rather
than from the lead white pigment.
Zinc white and titanium white are a common mixture,
and zinc white with lead white is also found possibly as
leaded zinc oxide [6]. On the other hand, the combination
of lead white and titanium white is only found in grounds
(Fig. 3), which may originate from multiple ground layers or mixtures. The subset of impastos does not show a
single case of a titanium white/lead white mixture. This is
in line with investigated recipes in the Royal Talens and
Webber archives [7], where only one recipe called ‘mixed
white’ contains all three white pigments. In this, 1956,
Talens recipe titanium white is present as a minor component of the oil paint (ten times less by weight than lead
white and zinc white). This finding indicates that if lead
and titanium peaks are both identified in an XRF spectrum these elements are likely originating from different
layers, with titanium white most likely present in the top
layer.
The developments in white paint composition in the 20th
century

Figure 4 shows the PCA scoreplot of the average of
the white areas from all paintings, normalized to the
maximum peak area. The figure can be interpreted as
a reference roadmap for researchers and conservators
doing XRF on modern paintings. Figure 5 presents the
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associated loadings for principal component 1 and 2,
which describe 85% of the variation in the post-processed
dataset. The PCA scoreplot shows interesting chronological features discussed below. Before doing so, we would
like to underline a number of important caveats. Firstly,
clusters based on paint type have been manually defined
after coloring the plot for normalized Ti peak areas, normalized Zn peak areas, normalized Pb peak areas and
normalized ratio: Ti/(Ti + Zn), taking into account the
signal distortion between Zn and Ti peak areas (Additional file 1: Figures S20, S21). Secondly, this analysis
does not provide insight into painting stratigraphy, hence
combination groups are labelled: mixture or layers.
Figure 4 presents the same trend as previously depicted
in Fig. 2, namely of the gradual development from lead
white to titanium white via the extensive use of zinc
white. It shows interesting cross-connections between
artist, time and paint compositions. One important finding is the strong representation of CoBrA artist (Appel,
Constant, Corneille, Jorn and others) in the ‘Zn paints’
section. Zn paints are susceptible to problematic soap
formation [19] which may become an even larger problem than already expected.
PCA of the complete dataset shows interesting general
chronological trends. However, a closer look at data subsets can be equally interesting. Investigation of the subset of artworks with titanium as the main peak shows an
anti-correlation of barium and calcium (Additional file 1:
Figure S22). This indicates that in most cases one type of
filler or composite pigment base was used. Furthermore,
investigating the subset of artworks with zinc as the main
peak yield an anti-correlation of titanium and lead (Additional file 1: Figure S22). This observation supports once
more that zinc white would either be combined with lead
white or with titanium white but not with both.
Looking into the artist studio…

Another aim of this study was to investigate how the general trends in pigment use relate to individual artists. To
this end, we selected three painters/artistic movements
represented by a sufficient number of paintings in the
dataset. This resulted in three examples: 11 paintings by
J.C.J. van der Heyden, 7 paintings by K. van Bohemen
and 30 paintings by CoBrA artists Appel, Constant, Corneille, Rooskens and Nieuwenhuis.
van der Heyden

The paints used by J.C.J. van der Heyden can be clustered
in three different categories, Fig. 6a. J.C.J. van der Heyden
appears to undergo an identical development in his use of
white pigments as the general development in the Netherlands discussed previously. In the 1950s he used lead
white and zinc white (either mixed or superimposed),
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Fig. 4 PCA scoreplot of all artwork averaged for spectra taken from white areas and normalized to maximum. The scores in the plot are boxed by
type of paint, colored using a red gradient by decade and labeled by artist. The origin lines are indicated in black. This figure can be interpreted as a
reference roadmap of how different white pigments have been used throughout the 20th century. The time arrow represents the identified trend,
despite several exceptions in the lead cluster

in the 1960s he moves on to use a zinc and barium containing paint (either a mixture of zinc white with barium
sulfate or lithopone). Finally, in the 1970s and 1980s, he
uses titanium based paints, four of which are in acrylic
binders. XRD analysis shows that ‘Hellende Horizon’, a

painting in acrylic from the 1970s, contains rutile, the
more stable form of titanium white, and calcium carbonate. This could suggest that the other acrylic paints from
that time may have been produced with similar pigments
and could be less vulnerable to degradation. The results
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Fig. 5 Loadingplots for PC1 and PC2 corresponding to Fig. 4

Fig. 6 a PCA scoreplot and loadingplots (PC1 and PC2) of 11 paintings by J.C.J. van der Heyden, averaged over the spectra of the white areas. PCA
was done taking only the white elements (Ca, Ti, Ba, Zn, Pb) into account. b Bivariate Ba-L vs Zn-K analysis and PCA scoreplot of 7 paintings by van K.
van Bohemen, averaged over the spectra of white areas
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noticeable in the full dataset (Fig. 4). This highlights the
possible benefit of doing further investigation of the data
in the future.
CoBrA artists Appel, Constant, Corneille, Rooskens
and Nieuwenhuis

Fig. 7 Scatter plots of niobium K vs titanium K peak areas of all artworks (average value of the spectra taken from white areas) colored
by date, related to the date of introduction of the chloride process
(1959) and labelled for unexpected dates or, if known, the pigment
crystal structure

from this case study coincide with the general trends
observed in the full dataset and thus support this method
of analysis and data processing.
van Bohemen

In the case study of the K. van Bohemen paintings (by
bivariate or PC analysis) two main types of paints can be
identified: the zinc oxide based paints (post 1974) and the
Zn/Ba based paints (up to 1975), Fig. 6b.
The Zn-based paints split into two groups indicating the mixtures of zinc white and titanium white (PCA
scoreplot top left) and the mixture of zinc white and lead
white (PCA scoreplot right). For this subset, the general
trend of T
 iO2 appearing in the 1970s is confirmed (paintings from 1974 and 1979).
The Zn/Ba correlation, in the four black labeled paints
(Fig. 6b), suggests the association of zinc and barium
either as a mixture or as lithopone (co-precipitate of
BaSO4 and ZnS). Until 1945, lithopone was a strong competitor for the still developing titanium white pigments
in the United States [5]. While the present data cannot
differentiate between a mixture of zinc white and barium
sulfate or the pigment lithopone, XRD of another sample
from a different van Bohemen painting from 1966 indicates the presence of lithopone, placing the pigment on
the artist’s pallet. Interestingly, investigating a subset, not
necessarily requiring PCA, provides information about
a paint composition (ZnO + BaSO4 or lithopone) not

As previously indicated, in this study it was found that
CoBrA artists often used zinc white. To investigate this
further, PCA was applied on a subset of 30 paintings by
five CoBrA artists. The results indicated that the main
difference between the paints was the zinc to lead ratio.
While most paintings contain mainly zinc white, there
is a selection of paintings containing zinc white and lead
white. In this dataset, neither the date nor the artist coincides with the type of paint used therefore the visualization is omitted. This suggests random pigment choice in
the CoBrA group. However, this did not compromise the
detection of general trends in the full dataset.
Trace element indicators

The exploration of the data also resulted in the identification of two possibly indicative and characteristic trace
elements: niobium and zirconium.
The determination of the crystal structure of titanium
white in paintings is the first step towards a possible risk
assessment. However, XRF cannot determine the difference between rutile and anatase and less available techniques such as Raman and XRD are required. Our dataset
indicates an association between titanium and niobium,
Fig. 7. With one exception, niobium is only present if
titanium is also present. Niobium is a characteristic element associated with ore impurities and is impossible to
remove via the sulfate process [15], the earliest production process of titanium white pigments.
STEM-EDX confirms that indeed niobium and titanium are associated,6 Fig. 8. The chloride process, started
to be developed in 1948 (pilot plant) and a full-scale production facility was opened in 1959 by E.I du Pont de
Nemours and Co., Tennesee. In Europe a production
facility producing chloride processed rutile opened in
1965 (British Titan Products—one of the suppliers for
Winsor and Newton paints) [1, 5]. While both processes
can theoretically produce both crystal structures, generally the chloride process is used to produce the more stable rutile (developed in the 1940s). Hence the absence of
niobium and thus the use of the chloride process can be
an indication of the presence of rutile and dates the pigment to post 1959 (or post 1965 in Europe). The presence
of niobium is related to the sulfate process which is still
in use today. Therefore this can indicate both types of
6

The association of titanium and niobium has also been confirmed in the
scope of another study (manuscript in preparation) by ICP-OES analysis.
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Fig. 8 STEM-EDX map of Titanium dioxide pigment containing niobium impurity (powder: RCE9649 from RCE reference collection). The intensity
range of EDX detection for Ti and Nb respectively are provided between brackets in the figure header

titanium dioxide pigment and any production date. Comparing the crystal structure analyzed by XRD from
micro-samples, with the scatter plot (Fig. 7) confirms
this.
It should be noted that implementing the dating,
colored as ‘pre’ or ‘post’ 1959 in Fig. 7, presents some
challenges. Several paintings, painted before 1959, show
the absence of niobium. The amount of niobium left
in the pigments is dependent on the ilmenite ore. For
instance Norwegian ilmenite (containing 0.007% Nb)
results in pigments with 0.012% Nb, while Australian
ilmenite (containing 0.10% Nb) results in pigments with
0.22% Nb [1]. While the low niobium contents in titanium white derived from the Australian ilmenite should
still be detectable by pXRF [44], some factors may inhibit
the detection of niobium with XRF in sulfate processed
titanium dioxide. This likely due to the paint composition, detection limit, set threshold (15 cnt/s), the measurement settings and subsequent signal-to-noise ratio.
When the titanium counts are low, inherently the niobium counts will be low and possibly undetected. Similarly, when titanium is not the main peak but zinc or lead
are strongly emitting the Nb signal may get lost in the
noise (this is the case for the two red dots labelled 1956
and 1952). The latter was confirmed by investigating the
reference material (Additional file 1: Figures S23, S24). In
the scatter plot of the small dataset of all impasto’s the
correlation is clearer and dating is consistent, which supports the idea that in some cases Nb is not detected, even
though it is present. To confirm the absence or presence
of niobium, and thus get an indication of crystal structure and dating, analytical improvement is required. In

the case of the Bruker III-SD, this can be reached using
the Cu/Ti/Al (green) filter with a voltage of 40 kV, a current of 15 μA and a measurement time of at least 120 s
[45].
Similar to niobium, zirconium is almost never present without titanium. Zirconium can originate, among
others, from the paint drier or from a pigment coating
on the titanium white that decreases its photocatalytic
activity [46]. The simultaneous absence of zirconium and
titanium suggest that if present, this indicates either an
increased amount of drier (due to slow drying properties
of titanium whites) or the detection of the inorganic coating. With the present dataset, using pXRF, the origin of
the zirconium cannot be unambiguously determined.
Nevertheless, if zirconium can be related to the presence of a pigment coating, which results in reduced
photocatalytical activity, this is of interest from a risk
management perspective.
Further research should be performed, which notably
entails optimizing pXRF settings as well as using a specifically designed set of reference material.

Conclusions and outlook
This explorative study has provided new insights into the
use of white pigments in the 20th century in the Netherlands. While pXRF is a widely used technique, it was not
previously used to record and compare spectra of a large
and diverse paintings dataset collected over a substantial
amount of time.
Interestingly, our data has shown that the use of white
pigments in the Netherlands is clearly different from the
general assumption of the international use which seems
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to have a geographical bias toward the United States. It
has been demonstrated that, instead of an immediate
popularization of titanium white, the pigment entered
the market rather slowly and initially predominantly in
non-oil binders. The rather late rise of titanium white
pigments in the Netherlands, starting from the fifties and
stabilizing a secure position in the seventies, reduces the
risk of photocatalytic binder degradation for Dutch modern art collections. At the time, improved pigments were
on the market, thus increasing the odds that they were
used in artists paints. Nevertheless, anatase was used by
some Dutch manufacturers until the nineties and surface
treatments were not always applied and still under development. Therefore, surveying and monitoring modern
art collection for the use of potentially photocatalytically
active pigments remains of high importance.
Zinc white was very popular in the mid-20th century,
especially used by CoBrA artists and even lead white
remained a popular artist pigment despite its known toxicity well into the 20th century. Both these pigments are
not without risks either and have been reported in relation to problematic soap formation.
What is more, investigating subsets of one or more artists can provide insight into personal artist development,
in terms of materials’ use. This is clear for J.C.J. van der
Heyden who follows the broader trend of using lead and
zinc white in the fifties, zinc base paints in the sixties and
titanium white based (acrylic) paints in the seventies and
eighties.
Additionally, this study reveils that niobium, detectable by pXRF, may be a very useful marker to determine
the production process and its absence can point to a
post 1959 dating as well as to the rutile crystal structure.
Rutile is considered to be more stable and is often found
with a stabilizing inorganic coating. In other words, this
provides an accessible, cheap and easy to use technique
to make an initial classification of vulnerabilty to photocatalysis of a painting.
The trends brought about in the present study are in
line with information from archives as well as the single-artist case-studies. In other words, despite the use
of two instruments, the slightly different experimental
conditions, the minimally restricted selection of objects
and the experimental noise, this exploratorive study was
useful and provided new insight. For the identification of
more detailed developments in the use of white pigments,
the dataset should be extended, focused on impasto areas
and preferably art historically balanced. Involving more
museums to gather a larger dataset of XRF spectra and
metadata of white paints (or any color for that matter)
would make this study more robust as a potential tool
for risk analysis of the (white) paints in (Dutch) collections. Furthermore, multivariate data analysis via PCA
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in this study was mostly used for a visualization purpose.
The dataset likely contains more information than was
extracted in this study. Therefore, to answer other questions, outside the scope of this work, the dataset may be
further analyzed in the future. Several options to explore
are: analysis on the raw spectra rather than peak areas;
analysis on each separate paint area rather than on the
averaged peak areas; and other types of data analysis
such as t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(T-SNE), independent component analysis (ICA) or nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF).
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